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Introduction
The Indo-Myanmar frontier encompassing the north-east of India and north-west of Myanmar 

is melting pot of unique indigenous cultures encompassing the Sino-Tibetan, Austroasiatic and Tai 
speaking peoples. The inhabitants of the region have safeguarded their unique histories, cultures, 
languages, traditions and other heritages for time immemorial in order to sustain their identity. The 
Bujuur is one such indigenous tribes of the region with a unique identity, language, history, cultural 
heritage and literature in the form of oral narrations, folklore and folk songs. With all the social 
knowledge existing in oral forms, the Bujuur cultural heritage are on the verge of being forgotten as 
a result of the social transformations in the recent decades whereby westernisation and modernity 
have re-shaped the Bujuur cultural psychology and future pathways. The objective of this article is 
to present a comprehensive ethnographic profile of the Bujuur with regards to their history, identity 
and cultural heritage. The article attempts to reflect on the Bujuur cultural memories that defined the 
unique Bujuur cultural ecology and identity, as well as the everyday lives of the Bujuur to comprehend 
the nature of changes the society is undergoing. The objective of the article stems from the current state 
of small indigenous tribes of the region whereby these small tribes are not well documented with few 
of them, including the Bujuur, lacking any composite anthro-cultural accounts rendering it necessary 
to start from the basics. The article aims to provide a space and opportunity to the younger generations 
and scholars to acknowledge and get acquainted with the Bujuur history, social institutions, cultural 
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heritage and the rich folk knowledge. 

Methodology
The article follows a subjective pattern with exploratory method as the main design component 

of the research and analysis. Heterogeneous information was collected from the field via multi-sited 
ethnography encompassing participant–observation, interviews, interactions and discussions. The 
primary participants of interviews and discussions were Bujuur elders from various villages with lived 
experiences of the past (pre-Christianity) and knowledge on Bujuur history, traditions and folklore, and 
the secondary participants included random individuals who would provide the contemporary present 
experiences, narrations and opinions. As an insider’s ethnographic exploration, personal lived experiences, 
interactions in the past and participation in cultural events were also key component in the processes of 
information generation. Accordingly, the time frame of the entire study spanned from March of 2013 
to March of 2022. The extended duration of the study was necessary for the composition of this article 
as it required intensive exploration of various villages, cross-checking of collected information and other 
elements including expansion of information as a result of newer findings and exploring and following 
up of various sensitive issues and topics on history and culture which the community either tried to hide 
it or were not comfortable to discuss, which is a part of the insider’s ethnographic dilemma. Additional 
information from published and unpublished works was also consulted: they include- previous articles 
on the tribe, cultural souvenirs, local booklets, personal diaries and biographies. 

Bujuur: History and the people
The Bujuur is an ethno-linguistic and ethno-cultural tribe belonging to the Sino-Tibetan speaking 

groups of people. 1 They live in the Chandel and Tengnoupal Districts of Manipur in India and Kabaw 
Valley of Sagaing Division in Myanmar. They number about 2,600 and scattered in 18 villages and 
hamlets (Chara 2021a:). Traditionally dwellers of mountain tops, the Bujuur are adept hill climbers; 
they are also hard workers and generous with a history of lavish potlatch events known as Ikam (Feast 
of Wealth). The Bujuur society is also open, liberal and friendly to outsiders, reflected in high rate of 
inter-community marriages with each individual having at least one paternal or maternal ancestor from 
other tribes. Although they can be friendly, industrious and hard working, they can be stereotyped as 
ethnocentric and unwilling to understand other people’s cultures rendering them highly monolingual 
with little or no knowledge of other languages; the exception is English which they are very fluent as a 
result of intense promotion of western education. 

 Nomenclature and etymology of Bujuur

The word ‘Bujuur’ is an endonym; it is how the community calls itself and prefers to be addressed. 
In official and most academic/non-academic writings, they are known as Moyon or Moyon Naga. The 
two names are interchangeably used both inside and outside the tribe. In the opinions of the present 
Christianised Bujuur people, the name ‘Bujuur’ is somewhat stereotyped as belonging to the pre-Christian 
past and hence considered as backward name, while the name ‘Moyon’ represents a Christianised and 
modern name which is also officially recognised and accepted name by the government. Despite the two 
names referring to the same people, there is subtle difference in the usage and representation of the tribe 
when writing: the writings on Bujuur mainly focus on the history, folklore and cultural heritage, the 
writings on Moyon focus on the refined and redefined accounts of the people as narrated by the present 
generation. 

The word ‘Bujuur’ as an endonym was derived from the two words ‘Bu’ and ‘Juur’. Bu means a 

1  Though many Bujuur authors use ‘Bujuurs’ (as in the Americans, the Italians and the Tibetans etc.), this 
article uses ‘The Bujuur’ with no ‘s’ as suffix to emphasise on ethno-relativism. 
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significant place. Juur was derived from a very significant historical place by the name ‘Siijuur’ wherein 
‘Sii’ means blood and ‘Juur’ is the onomatopoeia of the flowing blood, to indicate extreme warfare and 
bloodshed (Chara 2018:40-41). It was said that the ancestors of Bujuur engaged in a bloody warfare at 
a place which they named Siijuur because not only many people died during the conflict, there was also 
extreme bloodshed that the entire place resembled a fountain of blood spluttering blood and rivers filled 
with blood. The scene is best described in the statement- Sii juur juur ing ifuwr [blood flowed juur 
juur]. Siijuur marked the beginning of the tribe and they called themselves as Bujuur, which broadly 
means ‘to remember Siijuur’ or ‘people of Siijuur’. Details are mentioned in the section on the origin 
of the tribe.

The name ‘Moyon’ is an exonym given by outsiders. There are two theories regarding the origin of 
the name. The widely accepted theory is that the word ‘Moyon’ was derived from ‘Moithap yollami’ 
meaning ‘sold Moithap [spinning wheel]’ (Shangkham 1995:441). Shangkham (1995) writes about the 
account reconstructing from a Meitei royal chronicle known as Ningthourol Lambuba,

‘Once, around 33 AD, a plainsman by the name Poieriton and his wife, in disguise, wandered 
into a Bujuur village in search of food and water. The couple sold their moithap [spinning wheel] to 
buy food and water from the village. Henceforth, the people came to be known as Moiyol, shortened 
from Moithap yollami.’ (440-441)

Another theory on the origin of the word Moyon was arrived from a field work (in the year 2015) 
among the Tangkhul Nagas of Mailiang village near Phungyar town of Kamjong District, Manipur. The 
Tangkhul Nagas of the region called themselves as Kham-Lungpha, named after historical places of their 
origin. The elders narrated that their ancestors called the Bujuur people as ‘Mayun’, which in the later 
years got corrupted to Moyon. The elders further narrated that Mayun people settled at a place known 
as Mayunlung near Mailiang village and there was a water pool which is still called ‘Mayun Chiirum 
[Mayun spring]’. The narrations of the Tangkhuls correspond to the Bujuur oral accounts which also 
mentioned that the ancestors of the Bujuur once settled with the Tangkhuls before separating ways. The 
testimonies from the Tangkhul elders and existence of Mayunlung and Mayun Chiirum along with 
Bujuur oral accounts further the theory that the name Moyon was of Tangkhulic in origin with Mayun/
Mayul as the original term. 

 In the various forms of Moyon, the Bujuur were also mentioned in two colonial works. Pemberton 
(1835:15,56) referred to them as Mueeyol of the Nagas, while Dun (1992:167) mentioned of a village 
by the name Moyong Kulel (presently known as Moyon Khullen). Despite the official endorsement of 
the name Moyon, keeping aside the people’s insistence of being called Bujuur, Moyon is one of the most 
mispronounced ethnic names with various forms (as per the convenience of the speakers)- Moyong, 
Muyol, Mayol, Moyol, Mayon, Monjon, Muzon, Mazon and Monyon. Since it is an exonym, most 
Bujuur do not bother much to correct any of the mistakes in pronouncing and spelling. 

Origin of the Bujuur people

As in the majority of the indigenous peoples, the origin of the Bujuur is also shrouded in mystery as 
there is no written account on it. However, the lack of written records is compensated by the existence 
of oral accounts detailing the origin of the people. The oral accounts on the origin and migrations 
of Bujuur were narrated via stories accompanied with songs and passed down from generation to 
generation. In the recent years, there have been attempts to interpret the oral accounts’ hidden meanings 
and symbolism as well as cross-comparing the accounts with those from other tribes and scientific 
findings from other regions. Based on all the available information, three theories on the origin of the 
Bujuur are identified: i) origin from Khur, ii) origin from Kuurdong, and iii) khur as a metaphor of war. 
There is also another fringe theory based on oral narrations firmly denying Khur and related events as 
the origin of the Bujuur, which will be detailed in later part of the section on further migrations and 
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early settlements. The three accounts of origin of Bujuur are as follows.

Origin from khur

Khur means an opening, for example a cave. The ancestors of Bujuur were trying to emerge from 
a Khur which was guarded by a man eating tiger known as Humfhuw Shamangpa. The tiger preyed 
upon any human trying to come out of the cave, invoking terror in the hearts of the trapped people. 
The trapped people finally conveyed a meeting to hatch a plan to overthrow the tiger. Accordingly, 
eight brave men from the Shimphuw and Ziingven clans volunteered to execute the task. Among the 
eight, a man by the name ‘Thompuung was appointed the leader and the rest were assigned tasks based 
on their skills: Minthii was to send a rooster every morning to the opening of the Khur to inspect the 
presence of the tiger, Shekap and Angsha were to make metal weapons, Miraang to shoot the tiger on 
sight, Thangjaam to invoke flocks of birds to attack the tiger and lastly Labur and Miruwng to record 
the events by composing songs’ (Shangkham 1995:441; Chara 2018:40). With the help of the flock of 
birds (known as bariih [field sparrows]) and the rooster, the tiger was overpowered and shot dead by 
Miraang’s metal tip and poisoned arrows. The tiger’s head was chopped off and hung at the mouth of 
the cave after sealing it with a big stone (Shangkham 1995:441). The event is narrated in the famous folk 
song which goes like,

e….khur na kahungsuwh peh raen o,
Shamangpa ningo kee manchung shing e achii.
Shamangpa ningo kee manchung shing a achii,
Atii chango, Miraang shapa kee manchung shing e.
Ku ri ri……….kui
[e…when I emerged from the khur,
Shamangpa boasted of his strength.
Shamangpa boasted of his strength,
But now, I, the son of Miraang, am the victor.
Ku ri ri……….kui]

From thence, the people moved to settle at Siijuur, wherein they adopted the name Bujuur. For 
assisting them in defeating the tiger, the bariih were set free with a promise that they were free to eat the 
ripe grains from the paddy field. The Bujuur people believe that the field sparrows flocking ripe paddy 
fields is a testimony of the promises made to them by their ancestors. This remains the most popular 
folklore origin account. 

 Origin from Kuurdong

This account is similar to the Khur narration, but at the same time differs a little by pointing to 
Kuurdong as the original place of settlement, thereby rejecting khur as the ultimate origin which the 
account put as one of the events during the pioneering migration events.

According to this account, the ancestors of Bujuur once lived at a place known as Kuurdong. 
Kuurdong was an underground settlement surrounded by tall mountains as impenetrable wall. 
Kuurdong was named so because its location was desolate resembling the ends of the earth: kuur means 
corner and dong means end. The society at Kuurdong consisted of two clans- Shimphuw and Ziingven. 
The people were also skilled in metal works. The people felt that Kuurdong was not a safe place to settle, 
they started looking for more hospitable place, which they found on top of the mountain. So, the people 
bore tunnels and built staircases onto the mountain walls. As the people climbed the stairs and tried to 
emerge the tunnel to reach the fertile ground, they were attacked by a man eating tiger that was guarding 
the mouth of the tunnel (known as khur) to prey upon any human at sight. Thereafter, the two clans 
Shimphuw and Ziingven sat together to hatch plans to kill the tiger. The following event of killing the 
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tiger and folksong are similar to the event in the khur as origin.

When the people left Kuurdong, they also took with them all the individuals with knowledge and 
skills of metal crafts. So, the people who stayed behind were angry and wanted to avenge against the 
Bujuur people for not leaving any blacksmiths for them; they sent out search parties to kidnap any 
young men on sight with blacksmith skills. Since metal works and crafts and young men were very 
vital for the survival of the community, it was henceforth decided that only old men should engage in 
blacksmith since it would be a burden for the enemies to capture old men. Accordingly, blacksmith 
remains a taboo occupation for young men till date among the Bujuur. 

Khur as metaphor

Among the Bujuur, there are some fringe individuals who believe that the folklores on the origin of 
the tribe involving the kuurdong, khur and tiger were just metaphors based on real events (Chara 2018). 
According to them, the coming out of khur by defeating the tiger (known as Humfhuw shamang) was 
a folklore with hidden meanings and symbolisms, and thus they cannot be treated as absolute historical 
event. They emphasise on re-interpreting the folklores and folksongs, to understand the meanings and 
knowledge hidden in the tales; based on these re-interpretations, the following account is re-created.

The ancestors of the Bujuur were warriors and skilled people, as illustrated in the folklores about 
their knowledge on metallurgy, metal works, metalled weapons, skilled archers and usages of trained 
birds as weapons. The society was also advanced as demonstrated in the existence of two main clans: 
Shimphuw and Ziingven. Due to some unknown reasons, the ancestors of the Bujuur fled and lived 
in the mountains and deep valleys, somewhere in the wilderness, the hostile geography upon which 
the idea of Kuurdong was located. The group left Kuurdong in search of better place to settle; during 
this early migration from Kuurdong, the people built stairs and tunnels on the mountain walls as their 
route and finally about to reach their destination after passing though a deep canyon, resembling a 
cave opening. It was at that spot (entrance of the canyon) that the group were attacked by other enemy 
groups that escalated to a full scale conflict in the form of war. The ferocity and bravery of the enemy 
was romanticised as blood thirsty tiger, because the enemies slaughtered many people without mercy. 
The conflict between the people (of Shimphuw and Ziingven clans) and the enemies was sealed, at a final 
battle at a place which was later renamed Siijuur, with the thorough defeat of the enemies. Since many 
people died at the battle, the field appeared to be soaked in blood and a river of blood streaming out of 
the place. The people thereafter adopted the name ‘Bujuur’ as they felt liberated with their victory over 
their enemies at Siijuur which also ushered a new path of life for them. 

The three accounts agreed that the name ‘Bujuur’ was derived from ‘Siijuur’; and ‘Siijuur’ was a 
significant point where the people emerged victorious (against the tiger or enemies) but at the cost of 
many lives. The meaning of Siijuur as narrated by the elders was a place where blood overflowed making 
juur juur sound like a fast flowing stream, signifying the enormous quantity of blood spilled at the place 
as a result of mass killings. The location of Siijuur as narrated by the elders was in the Far East. Many 
Bujuur including the Moyon Naga Conference (1987:1) and Shangkham (1995:411) gave the location 
of Siijuur in Ancient Mongolia. Based on the geographical descriptions and symbolism of Kuurdong, 
it could be stated that the ancestors of the Bujuur lived in the dry Mongolian highlands and Siijuur 
was also located there. The significance of Siijuur can be noticed in the name of the tribe-Bujuur, and 
thereafter names of historical villages like Tungphuwjuur, Tungphaejuur, Khungjuur, etc. were also 
named after Siijuur. Thus, juur which was originally onomatopoeia of flowing liquid over a gentle slope 
(in this case, the flowing blood) came to be used to denote important villages located on rolling ridges 
of mountains and rolling slopes of river valleys. When a Bujuur wants to express their deep affections of 
their village, they usually say ‘Ka juur khuw o [my dearest village]’. 
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After the adoption of the new identity ‘Bujuur’, the people left Siijuur, migrated further in the 
direction of south-east to settle at a fertile river valley. The settlement was named Tungphuwjuur: Tung 
means to reach, phuw means forward and juur was derived from Siijuur- in this case, juur denoting village 
located on a gentle slope with a river flower flowing nearby making juur juur sound, thus Tungphuwjuur 
means ‘a home to finally settle after endless wandering’. According to oral accounts, Tungphuwjuur was 
said to be very fertile land: the people engaged in farming and they prospered a lot. As the people were 
prosperous, they started celebrating Ikam [Feast of Merit]; accordingly, Tungphuwjuur is regarded by 
the Bujuur as the first place where their ancestors celebrated feasts of merits (Ringhow 1998:40). At 
Tungphuwjuur, the Bujuur people finally formalised their social, political and cultural institutions. 
Thompuung was appointed the first Iruwng [king] of the Bujuur people in recognition of his bravery 
and leadership skills in defeating the tiger/enemies at Siijuur (Chara 2019:77).

The people left Tungphuwjuur and moved to another place by the name Tungphaejuur, said to 
be located at a fertile river valley. Tung means to reach, phae means a river valley and juur derived from 
Siijuur: thus, Tungphaejuur means ‘A place in the river valley we reached’. Tungphaejuur was also an 
equally fertile river valley where the people prospered and celebrated lots of feasts of merits. People grew 
lots of job’s tears which they brewed to make beer known as Niim Zuw; accordingly, Tungphuwjuur 
was also referred to as Zuwjuur [a land flowing with river of alcoholic beer]. The place was also renowned 
as the resting place of Thompuung. 

There is a folk song eulogising the migration from Siijuur to Tungphuwjuur and Tungphaejuur. 
The song also mentioned of the fertility of Tungphaejuur: the valley was so fertile that the even if 
leftover residues known as itaeh at the bottom of alcohol pitchers were thrown in the field, they would 
grow and bear grains. The song is as follows.

Siijuur no suwh ing e, 
Phaesii kahen tah e.
Tungphuwjuur o kahenpha e,
Burom teenii o sha e.
Kapaam o, Tungphuwjuur a.
Itaeh vor ning be, muwng sha e.
Itaeh vor ning be, muwng sha e,
*Buwshae vor ning be, muwng sha e.’ (Ringhow 1998:40; Moshing 2012:2)

[Bidding farewell to Siijuur,
I followed the streams to the valley.
Tungphuwjuur I reached,
Blessed land for celebration and merry making (Ikam/feast of wealth). 
Oh my land, my Tungphaejuur,
I sowed itaeh, I reaped grains.
I sowed itaeh, I reaped grains,
I sowed polished and pounded rice, I reaped grains.]

The locations of Tungphuwjuur and Tungphaejuur are not known as they are not located near 
the vicinity of the present areas settled by the Bujuur. However, based on the interpretations and 
descriptions as in the folksongs, it was believed that the two places were located somewhere in the Yellow 
Valley of North-Western China. The popular belief was further appraised on encountering writings 
on the archaeological findings of Neolithic cultures at Yangshao along the Yellow River in China, first 
discovered in the year 1921 (Johansson 2016). The Yangshao findings gave rise and strengthened the 
hypothesis on ‘the northern China origin of Sino-Tibetan speaking peoples’ (Zhang et al. 2019), to 
which the Bujuur also belongs to. Other notable findings from Yangshao also include potteries proving 
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the evidence of brewing job’s tears about 5000 years ago (Wang et al. 2016), corresponding to the 
historic Tungphuwjuur and Tungphaejuur as immortalised in folklores. Thus, it can be stated that 
the ancestors of the Bujuur’s earliest migrations was from the Mongolian highlands where Siijuur was 
located to the Yellow valley. Tungphaejuur marked the end of the archaic accounts on the origin of the 
Bujuur while heralding a new episode in the history which was the long and perilous migration from the 
Yellow Valley to their present inhabitancies in the Indo-Myanmar frontiers.

Further migrations and early settlements of the Bujuur  

The Bujuur oral accounts are silent regarding the post-Tungphaejuur migratory events. There are 
various theories on the migrations taking various routes. One of the widely accepted accounts was by 
Shangkham and Chonglawar (2012:2) that the ancestors passed by the South China Sea where they 
lived for short period of time and thereafter entered Indo-China peninsula. 

The relationship with South China Sea and Indo-China was based on the cultural importance and 
value attached to sea products like conch shells, sea shells and cowries, as well as the cultural values 
attached to necklaces of carnelian beads. Although these cultural items can be dismissed by one as mere 
coincidence and that the Bujuur need not lived near the sea to acquire those items as they could have 
bought those items from traders, the nature of cultural and heritage values the Bujuur placed upon these 
items inclined towards emotional value and sense of belongingness. Every Bujuur woman, till today, 
believes that it is her right and duty to own cowries, sea shells, conch shells and carnelian necklaces, and 
the older generations also ensure that their granddaughters own such items with some words of wisdom 
that ‘such items were part of our Bujuur identity and testimonies of our history’. 

Additionally, certain Bujuur cultural items look almost alike to those of few tribes of Indo-China 
region. The Bujuur Taamfhuw or bamboo harp (see Figure 1) is very similar to ‘the gôč of the Êdê 
(Rade) tribe of Southern Vietnam’ (Kersalé 2012). The Y shaped pole known as sharing erected by 
wealthy individuals who hosted Ikam (feast of wealth) is also very similar to the ‘sacrificial poles erected 
by the Wa people of Nothern Myanmar and Southern China’ (Scott 1921). 

Moving westward towards the west of present day Myanmar, the ancestors of Bujuur crossed the 
Chindwin River which they called it Ningthii (Chara 2018:41). Ningthii was derived from the word 
‘Ning isii’ meaning ‘extreme sadness’ (Kosha 2010:170). It was narrated by the elders that the river was 
named so because the crossing of the river marked the separation of ways of the various groups of people 
who had travelled together to reach the eastern banks of the Chindwin. It was believed by many tribes 
of the region that all the tribes went their separate ways after crossing the Chindwin: the early crossers 
reached the lands in the west first and thus they got the best land, while the later crossers felt betrayed 
when they discovered that the early crossers went ahead without waiting for them. The Bujuur believed 
that they were also one of the early crossers (Chara 2018:41). The river reminds them till today of the 
unfortunate parting of ways of the once heterogeneous and harmonious groups of people who had stick 
together for hundreds of years during the process of migration.

After crossing the Chindwin River, the Bujuur reached the Kabaw Valley where they settled for few 
years. They were pushed westward by the newly arrived group of people to enter the Chandel Hills of 
the present day Manipur State in India. According to Bujuur legends, when the Bujuur people reached 
the Chandel Hills, at first they wanted to move to the valley (the present Manipur Valley) but they 
decided to stay in the hills after discovering the valley unfit for habitation as it was covered in water. 
The Bujuur settled at a place by the name Chiingkheer, which means a place where waters parted. The 
village is located on a mountain ridge acting as water divide between two river basins: two streams also 
flowed in the opposite directions, upon which the site was named. Chiingkheer was a historical village 
mentioned in a Bujuur flood myth. 
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According to the myth, the earth was engulfed in flood water after Vaangprer, a rain god, punished 
earth with torrential rains. The rain god’s wrath was due to the rejection of his advances by a beautiful 
Bujuur lady and a priestess by the name Shangkuw. When the water began to flood the mountains, 
it was said that big fishes the size of humans were jumping from one river basin to the opposite at 
Chiingkheer. The flood water receded after Shangkuw jumped into the water and thus saving the world 
from disaster. Before jumping, she instructed her nephew and niece to marry each other in order to save 
the world. When the earth became so dry and every living being were dying of thirst, the nephew and 
niece, who were reluctant to marry, had no option but to marry each other to save the earth. As soon as 
the two got married, the rain clouds return to water the parched earth. For this reason, cousin marriage 
was considered a taboo among the Bujuur on the belief that is such marriage takes place, the village 
would be struck and destroyed by torrential rains and winds. The mountain from where Shangkuw 
jumped was named ‘Shamkhii Bung’, which means ‘the mountain where Shangkuw jumped’. 

Around the period, the Bujuur engaged in warfare with two groups of people, viz. Shakaang and 
Leenpa; the wars are still remembered as ‘Shakaang Laar re Leenpa Laar’ (Chara 2018:42). These two 
wars left a deep impact in the Bujuur culture, as the Bujuur was defeated and displaced. Amongst the two, 
the Leenpa Laar, fought with the Leenpa tribe, left a significant legacy in the Bujuur cultural heritage- 
especially the language. It was said that the ‘Leenpa people imposed their language on the Bujuur, while 
the Bujuur people slowly discontinued using their language. The legacy of this language imposition 
and evolution can be noticed in the two forms of language used by the Bujuur: the vernacular and 
the literary. The vernacular language spoken was said to be heavily influenced by the Leenpa language, 
whereas Leenpa’s influence on the literary language was considered minimal. This gave rise to the two 
forms of the Bujuur that are also not mutually intelligible’ (Chara and Moyon 2021: 157). 

Based on the differences and unintelligibility of the two forms of Bujuur language, few Bujuur elders 
narrated a contrasting account on the origin of the Bujuur. 

According to narrated accounts, the legends on the origins of Bujuur from Khur were actually of 
Leenpa in origin and not of Bujuur. 2 The original myths of the origin of the Bujuur were lost after 
the Leenpa people defeated and subdued the Bujuur, followed by imposition of their language. The 
victorious Leenpa hegemony was also not authoritative as they also adopted many Bujuur cultures 
including inter-marriage, which ultimately led to the entire Leenpa becoming Bujuur. However, the 
Leenpa language became the dominant and vernacular language. Before the subjugation by Leenpa, the 
Bujuur spoke a language by the name ‘Bujuur Jae’; but later on, Bujuur people spoke ‘Bujuur Chong’, 
which was influenced by ‘Leenpa Chong’. 

The Leenpa and Shakaang Laar is narrated in the following folksong.
Ka paam na khe ong ningko, he
Chaangkuur chaangshae chuwng ningko, ho.
Vaati kuurkah men ning ko, ho
Sh’sha vaar O kasii O, ho.
Leenpa laar ing yntuk O, he,
Shakaang laar ing yntuk O, ha.
Havi O havi O, he.

[I long for my old village,
I would have laid traps.

2  The details of narrator’s identity are excluded for ethical reasons. The history of Bujuur is very controversial, 
and any narrations that do not fit the social standard are heavily criticised by community leaders, even though the 
leaders themselves are with little or no knowledge on Bujuur history. 
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To catch plump fowls,
To taste their tender meat.
Leenpa war had displaced me,
Shakaang war had displaced me.
Oh, what have I become now!] 

The song is reminiscence of the old village. Displaced by the Leenpa and Shakaang wars, the poet 
felt hopeless and helpless and saddened at the fond memories and indulgences of the past which he was 
denied at his new residence. The hidden symbolism of the song, as an elder person narrated, is that the 
people disliked the new cultures and lifestyles (of the dominant Leenpa which the people were forced to 
adopt), and that to even sing in the old Bujuur language and thinking of the old Bujuur villages’ riches 
pained their hearts when they realised that they were living among the Leenpa-Shakaang and speaking 
Leenpa-Shakaang strange languages.   

The above account is short and not very known amongst the people, especially because of its existence 
in the fringe memories among very few elders. The account opens the doors for various questions 
especially on the Bujuur language, and ‘few local writings’ (like, Kosha 2016, Laangshong 2017 and 
Moyon 2020) have affirmed the existence of the extinct Bujuur Jae. The evolution of the Bujuur Jae to 
Bujuur Chong is a new sphere to investigate and has also recently attracted scholars’ attentions. 

On the basis of the oral accounts from the Bujuur elders and field visits to villages in other tribes, 
among the Tangkhuls, it is most probable that the historical Leenpa People as mentioned in the Bujuur 
folklores were similar, if not related, to the Kham-Lungpha Tangkhul of Kamjong District in Manipur. 
The conclusion is made on the similarities and partial intelligibility of the spoken Bujuur and the dialects 
of Kham-Lungpha Tangkhuls and also oral accounts affirming that the two communities also once lived 
together side by side, until they parted ways. 

The next renowned settlement of the Bujuur was a place known as Ikamphae, located on the 
foothills to the west of the Loktak Lake in Manipur. Ikamphae means ‘valley of Ikam’; it was named 
so because the valley was very fertile and the Bujuur people became prosperous celebrating Ikam in 
grand fashion. There was also competition amongst the wealthy individuals over who could host the 
most Ikam. Ikamphae was also credited to be the birthplace of a legendary Iruwng of the Bujuur by the 
name Kuurkam Nguruw (known to the Moirang tribe of the Meities as ‘Moyon Shamshang Shakphaha 
or the Handsome Longhaired Moyon’). The prosperous life at Ikamphae was short lived; the people 
formed three groups and migrated to two different parts. One group moved to the east to settle at a 
place by the name Shambum, where the young Kuurkam grew up and later became the Iruwng of the 
village after winning a duel against the incumbent Iruwng. The other group moved to a mountain by 
the name Taasuwmung, which was unfortunate as half the population died as a result of epidemic; 
the mountain was henceforth called Taasuwr meaning ‘land of dead’. The survivors migrated further 
east settling at Sheerkhuw, Taagreen, Kamlaangphae and Khungjuur: of them, Khungjuur survives till 
date and is regarded as one of the oldest inhabited village. Khungjuur was later joined by the people 
from Shambum who also migrated and lived in successive villages by the name Peengna, Chisuwr, 
Thachangkung and finally Khungjuur. The third group did not migrate, they continue settling at 
Ikamphae; they later became victims of ethnic cleansing following a war between the Moirang-Khuman 
alliance and the Bujuur, also known among the Bujuur as the ‘Moirang Iruwng re Kuurkam Iruwng 
Laar [War between King Kuurkam and King of Moirang]).

Reign of Iruwng Kuurkam was often considered as the glorious days of the Bujuur after the region of 
the legendary Iruwng Thompuung at Tungphuwjuur and Tungphaejuur. But, the glory of Kuurkam 
did not last long; he was killed at a battlefield when fighting against the Moirang-Khuman armies. The 
exact period when Kuurkam lived was a mystery to the Bujuur, as all the records were in oral form. 
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Between the years 1970 and 1975, with the initiatives of Bujuur leaders and concerned individuals, 
various studies and trips were made to search for the whereabouts and accounts on Kuurkam and 
Bujuur (Moyon) history from the historical records and chronicles of the Meities (Moyon 2012; Moyon 
2020). Based on the information provided and the tentative period as calculated by the Meitei teachers, 
Kuurkam’ was born in the year c677 AD and died in the year c739 AD (See Figure 2 for more details).

The defeat and dead of Kuurkam marked a long period of darkness for the Bujuur. It was said that 
many Bujuur villages were destroyed and people were killed by the advancing Moirang armies. Of all 
the Bujuur villages during the period, only Khungjuur village survived; the people managed to flee on 
time to the east towards Burma where they lived for many years. The population crash during this 
period was the reason why the present Bujuur is a very small tribe with small population. During this 
dark period, the Bujuur society in hiding further splintered into two groups: those who returned to 
settled at Chiingkheer (coincidentally, it was the same Chiingkheer that their ancestors had settled 
during the prior migration) and those who got assimilated into the other tribes. Of the Bujuur who 
got assimilated into other tribes, only very families returned: they were known as the Aemo Bujuur 
(Chara 2021a). Chiingkheer being the main and only settlement, it became a huge village with almost 
a thousand households. But the village got cursed, got depopulated and is presently uninhabited. Since 
it was the only village for many years, it was referred to as Bujuur Khuwfhuw, meaning ‘the mother 
village’. Few of them returned to the erstwhile Khungjuur to resettle again and they were thus called 
‘Khunee’ meaning ‘Khuw ynree- those who returned’. Another group of people from the Chiingkheer-
Bujuur Khuwfhuw moved down to the eastern foothills to settle near the Kabaw Valley with the newly 
arrived Aemo-Bujuur: together, they were known as ‘Duung’ meaning ‘the youngest from the east’. In 
this way, the Bujuur social-geography got divided into three- i) Khuwfhuw (Bujuur Khuwfhuw), ii) 
Khunee (Khungjuur) and iii) Duung (Laeven). Some people from Khungjuur migrated to the western 
hills around the 16th Century to establish Mitung village. Laeven was initially controlled by Bujuur 
Khuwfhuw, but later it became a separate territory with Mengkaang as the main village. 

The re-settlements or establishments of Chiingkheer as Bujuur Khuwfhuw, Khungjuur, Matung 
and Mengkaang, and the four villages each becoming a fully fledged village republic within the Bujuur 
socio-political-cultural geography closed the Bujuur historical accounts on their origin and migrations. 
The four villages are today regarded a traditional villages, from whence all the other and contemporary 
villages branched out, separated or emigrated. 

Demographic and geographical profile of  Bujuur
The Bujuur live in eighteen villages spread across the districts of Chandel and Tengnoupal in India and 

Sagaing Division of Myanmar. The villages are- Kapaam, Penaching, Heigrutampak, Khurfhuwdaam, 
Khukhthar, Sinadaam, Khuwring, Kurkam, Ringkum, Thangkin, Chumthar, Khungjuur, Laarphuw, 
Rashankhur, Mitung, Bujuur Khuwfhuw, Mengkaang and Nanpulun (in Myanmar). Most of these 
villages are small in size consisting of few tens of houses, and thus can be considered as hamlets. Amongst 
the eighteen, Kapaam is the biggest village with a population of about a thousand, followed by Penaching 
and Heigrutampak: the three villages constitute almost three fourth of the total Bujuur population. 

The total population of the Bujuur is about 2,600 (Chara 2021a:410) and out of which 2516 are in 
India (Ministry 2013:154). The Bujuur demography is characterised by overwhelming dominance of 
women; the male population is 1172 and female population is 1344, with an overall sex ratio of 1147 
females for 1000 males (Ministry 2013:154). The Bujuur suffers from low birth and high death rates 
in relation to its population. Population stealing wherein village leaders supply inflated population by 
adding those who died within the previous five years is very common; such practices was due to the 
misconception that more population would attract more community schemes and projects. 
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Geographically, the Bujuur is divided into three groups- Eastern, Valley and Duung (Frontier). The 
eastern Bujuur consists of 12 villages located in the hills and within the vicinity of Chandel District 
Headquarters. The valley Bujuur is a post-war (World War 2 and Indo-Naga conflict of the nineteen 
sixties) geographic settlement and consists of 4 main villages (Kapaam, Penaching, Heigrutampak and 
Khukhthar) and the Mengkaang refugee camp within Kapaam. The Duung Bujuur was historically 
considered as the eastern Bujuur living in the Kabaw Valley of Myanmar and its nearby foothills: 
previously, there were many villages but as of today, only one village- Nanpulun- remains, while the 
Mengkaang village was left uninhabited as the people were displaced during the Naga-Kuki ethnic 
conflicts of the nineteen nineties. Valley villages are more advanced in comparison to the Eastern villages 
as they have better access to economic, health and educational facilities. Even though the Bujuur is 
usually regarded as a very advanced tribe by its neighbours, there is a stark disparity between the Eastern 
and valley, wherein many Eastern villages haven’t experienced development, the main occupation being 
slash and burn cultivation and the villages are inaccessible during the rainy season. 

 The language

The Bujuur speak Bujuur Chong, officially known as Moyon Naga. The Moyon Naga language 
belongs to the Sino-Tibetan linguistic family. There are two forms of Bujuur Chong- Spoken and 
Literary. The literary form of Bujuur Chong based on the archaic form of Bujuur Chong is used for 
literary expressions in composing literary works; it is characterised by rhythms and sentences ending in 
vowels- a, e and o. 

However, the ancestors of the Bujuur spoke a different language by the name Bujuur Jae or Old 
Bujuur (Chara and Moyon 2021). The Bujuur Jae spoken during the period of ancient and mythical 
Kuurdong was known as Kuriih (Kuurdong Language). Both the Bujuur Jae and Kuriih are known 
as Jaekung [Root of languages]. The Bujuur Jae or Old Bujuur underwent linguistic shift with the 
imposition of Leenpa Chong, a language spoken by Leenpa group of people. The new language from 
fusion of Bujuur Jae and Leenpa Chong was known as Bujuur Chong and is regarded the ancestor of the 
Modern Bujuur Chong’s spoken form. The literary form of Bujuur was less influenced by the Leenpa 
Chong and hence it still retains many vocabularies and sentence structures of the Old Bujuur. Bujuur 
Chong also had two phases of development: Early Bujuur Chong and Modern Bujuur Chong. The 
Early Bujuur Chong was spoken till the eighth century AD and underwent a transition with the event 
following the dispersal of the Bujuur population following the defeat of Iruwng Kuurkam around 739 
AD. During the dispersal, a new dialect of Bujuur Chong by the name Aemo Chong developed; Aemo 
Chong was spoken till the early twentieth century in Mengkaang and nearby villages and suddenly 
went extinct (Chara 2021a). The Early Bujuur Chong picked up words and vocabularies from other 
languages and continued to evolve into the present day spoken form. 

Social and Political Institutions
The Bujuur society was traditionally patriarchal but the lineage system was ambilineage and 

matrilocalism was the norm (Chara 2022). However, the present Bujuur society is defined by 
patriarchal, patrilineal and patrilocal system (Serbum 2018:177). Family is the basic unit of the Bujuur 
society (Shangkham 1995:446). Traditionally, joint family was the norm; but at present, nuclear family 
is the preferred type. The clan, known as Shungkhur, is the defining element of the Bujuur social-
political-cultural institutions. The Bujuur follows two systems of lineage, viz. clan lineage and ethnic 
lineage (Chara 2022). The clan as lineage system gives emphasis on clan as the basis of identity and 
thus patrinieality is the norm whereby children identity with the Shungkhur of their father. The ethnic 
lineage system defines who should be considered a Bujuur and who can pass on their Bujuur identity 
to their children; accordingly, ethnic ambilineage (either from the father or mother) is the norm (Chara 
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2022). The institutions of marriage and village polity are also defined by Shungkhur. The Bujuur was 
traditionally endogamous with social prohibitions of marriage outside the tribe; this prohibition is 
no longer observed or encouraged. The society also practices clan-exogamy, while clan endogamy is 
considered taboo (Shangkham 1995; Serbum 2018; Chara 2022). 

Bujuur Clans: Shungkhur

The society is divided into clans known as shungkhur. There are two levels of clans, viz. Primary 
Clans and Secondary Clans. The reason for the existence of two levels was the reorganisation of the 
clan system whereby the definition and cultural significances of clan, sub-clan, phratry and moiety got 
changed, intermixed and confusing. The Primary clans represent the traditional clans, which remains 
the defining factor of every traditional institution since time immemorial. The secondary clans were 
previously sub-clans but are now considered as clans as a result of the reorganisation of clans into 
moieties and original clan as cultural phratry. 

The two traditional clans, or Primary Clans, are Shimphuw and Ziingven. The clan structure along 
with the sub-clans is as follows.

1. 1. Shimphuw: Nguruw, Laanglom, Charii, Bungjeer, Sherbum and Suwnglip
2. 2. Ziingven: Nungchim, Chineer, Ruwen, Vaanglaar, Khaartu and Hungam

Since clan endogamy (marriage within the same clan) was considered as a taboo, many Bujuur 
felt the need to restructure the clan so that more marriage options may be available. Accordingly, 
the Shimphuw clan was reorganised on 31 August 1950 and the Ziingven clan on 21 March 1978 
(Shangkham 1995:446). The reorganisation upgraded the sub-clans into full-fledged clan and divided 
the original clan (Shimphuw and Ziingven) into two moieties each, with a moiety constituting two and 
four clans. Accordingly, the pre-reorganised clans continued to be known as Shungkhurfhuw (Primary 
Clans) and new clans are known as Shungkhurti (Secondary Clans).  The reorganised clan structure 
with the moiety divisions is as follows.

 1. Shimphuw
  i. Nguruw and Laanglom
  ii. Charii, Bungjeer, Sherbum and Suwnglip
 2. Ziingven
  i) Nungchim and Chineer
  ii) Ruwen, Vaanglaar, Khaartu and Hungam

The three clans, viz. Bungjeer, Suwnglip and Hungam, had gone extinct in the past. They are 
sometimes excluded from the present clan structures and related institutions. One main semantic effect 
from the clan reorganisation is the social interpretation of the Bujuur clans.

In the traditional set up, sub clans were not given any importance or people rarely identified with 
it. People identified with the clan (either Shimphuw or Ziingven) and each clan members claim to have 
descended from a common ancestor (regardless of sub-clans). The Shimphuw clan members regarded 
Vangruwng son of Shimphuw as their ancestors and the Ziingven clan members regarded Vaangchar 
son of Ziingven as their ancestor. The names of Vangruwng and Vaangchar are always invoked during 
rituals. The clan verses during death ritual ceremonies are as follows. 

 ‘For Shimphuw: “Amee sharaangpa no Kuchiim sharaangpa areen pe
   Tat shapa, Vangruwng shapa”
 For Ziingven: “Amee sharaagpa no Penchana areen pe
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   Tat shapa, Vaangchar shapa”’ 3 (Ringhow 1998:43)
Marriage

The institution of marriage is based on and defined by the clan system. In the past, marriage outside 
the community was discouraged as the society believed that it would dilute the cultural identity of the 
community through import of foreign customs via the route of marriage. However, such restrictions 
do not exist. The Bujuur marriage system is also characterised by clan-exogamy. In the past (before 
reorganisation), there were only two marriage clans (Shimphuw and Ziingven), while at present there 
are four marriage moieties. Inter-moiety marriage is allowed, while marriage within the same clan (or 
secondary clan) or moiety is considered a taboo, shame and accordingly prohibited. There are four forms 
of marriage as practiced by the Bujuur society. They are described as follows.

Traditional marriage

It is considered as the original marriage traditions and customs prior to the conversion to Christianity 
and influence of modernism. The traditional Bujuur marriage ceremony is very simple and secretive 
involving only the close relatives of the marriage parties (Shangkham 1995:447). When a man of 
marriage age is in love with a woman, his parents are to approach the woman’s parents at night carrying 
with them rice beers and chicken to initiate the marriage proposal. If the woman and her parents accept 
the proposal, they consume the presented items; if not, then it is regarded as declining the proposal. 
The consumption of the presented items is followed by exchange of words and informal vows, thereby 
uniting the man and woman to become husband and wife. This midnight secretive ceremony is known 
as Zuwtuw. The man would leave his parents house and start living at his wife’s house for the next three 
years, the period is known as Imah-Itu. During Imah-Itu, the man becomes the Imah of the house, 
considered as a family member and serves the parents-in-law. Any man wanting to forgo Imah-Itu is 
regarded as a coward and would result in the termination of the marriage. During the Imah-Itu, the man 
hosts a feast known as Charaa for the family and clan members of his wife; during the feast, a tentative 
date for the final marriage ceremony known as Men-Itu, bride price and dowries are finalised.  At the 
end of the Imah-Itu, the final marriage ceremony known as Men-Itu is held. On the occasion, bride 
price and dowries are exchanged. The dowries as prepared by the family of the woman are dependent 
on the item or value of the bride price presented by the man’s family. The bride price can be brass gong 
or a shabaken (Bos frontalis) or both (Chara 2022:22). If a gong is presented, only the items needed by 
the daughter (the woman/bride) is presented as dowry; but, if both a gong and shabaken are presented, 
the dowry consists of all articles and items required and needed by the man and woman are presented 
(Shangkham 1995:447-448). The items include jewellery, precious stones, baskets, shawls, pots and 
pans and weapons, etc. 

After the Men-Itu, the man and his wife, along with the dowries, either proceed to live at his parents’ 
house or build their own house. Some couples continue to live at the woman’s house (Chara 2022). 

 Modified traditional marriage

After the conversion to Christianity, the traditional marriage system also underwent a change 
to suit the society’s change of lifestyle and beliefs. This marriage is almost similar to the traditional 
marriage, but it is a modified version. Like the traditional counterpart, the man’s parents approach the 
woman’s parents carrying with them tea and chicken to initiate the marriage proposal. This is known 
as chongthang and is usually held at night (BAP 2008:19). Unlike the traditional Zuktuw, this does not 

3  Translation is not available for the verses. The original author (Ringhow 1998) did not provide a translation 
of the lines in the book and there was difficulty during the field work in locating any individuals including old people 
who could provide an insight of the particular lines. The language of the verses is not in the spoken form and requires 
a person with knowledge on ancient Bujuur language (Bujuur Jae and Jaekung) for translation. 
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unite the man and woman to be husband and wife; thus, it is considered as engagement. Chongthang is 
soon followed by an event known as Cha Ynsuw where the engagement is announced to the clansmen 
of the woman. A traditional wedding known as Juktuw is held after few days or even months. At the 
Juktuw, meats and marriage gifts are exchanged between the families of the bride and the groom. The 
woman follows the husband to his house. There are no Imah-Itu, Charaa and Men-Itu in this marriage 
system, while the Juktuw as the wedding event is fashioned after western marriage system of engagement 
and wedding (Chara 2022). 

 Christian marriage

It is held at churches in the village of the bride. Christian marriage is usually held a day after the 
traditional Juktuw event. People who eloped or with histories of pre-marital physical relationships are 
often denied Christian marriage. For inter-denominational marriage, the bride is expected to adopt the 
groom’s denomination.

Itaen 

Some individuals choose to elope, also known as Itaen. Marriage by elopement or Itaen is considered 
a shame and socially discouraged. Initial marriage processes are similar to the modified traditional 
marriage. After the elopement is discovered, the man’s family are to inform the woman’s parents of the 
elopement or else it would be by tradition considered as kidnapping (BAP 2008:20). The informing 
event is known as Chongthang where the man’s parents take tea and chicken to discuss the elopement 
and desires of their eloping children. A Cha-Ynsuw ceremony is held a few days later and the couple 
are considered as husband and wife. Eloping individuals are denied to have a Juktuw and Christian 
marriage. After few years, a Men-Itu is held in lieu of Juktuw. This Men-Itu is different from that of 
the traditional marriage as this one is merely ceremonial and not mandatory; it is often considered as 
an event for the relatives of the woman to receive their due bride price and customary meat shares from 
the man’s family. Otherwise, it is not a significant event and has no connection with the actual tradition 
with the same name but of the past. 

Village Polity

A village is the political unit of the Bujuur tribe. Tradtional Bujuur villages existed and functioned 
as a village republic with a defined territory, customs and traditions and resources. In the Bujuur village 
republic, the village council known as Khuwpuh-Chiipuh was the highest body and was headed by a 
democratically appointed Iruwng. The members of the village council were nominated by the clans, 
with equal clan representation. Women and children were however barred from political affairs and 
hence were denied to be part of the village council.

The village council system is no longer practiced by the Bujuur. Following the Independence of 
India, the political system of the tribal peoples was also changed. The Manipur (Village Authority in 
Hills Areas) Act of 1956 mandated every tribal village in the state of Manipur to adopt village authority; 
accordingly, all the Bujuur villages adopted village authority. The village authority (also known as Khuw 
Manchung) is headed by a chairman who is also known as the Khullakpa [Chief] of the village and 
the number of village authority members are also set by the government depending on the village size 
(Chara 2019:81). Though Bujuur villages adopted the village authority system, they also incorporated 
a lot of systems from the village council. The Iruwng [King] holds the position of the chairman in 
village authority, while the Khurah [Chief] is not the chairman as required by MVAHA 1956. The 
Iruwng cum Chairman of the village authority is assisted by the members of the village authority who 
are in theory clan representatives but in practice are elected via peer recommendations from existing 
members of village authority. Women and children are not allowed to be members of village authority. 
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The village authority holds annual general assembly where only the head of the family (men) are invited; 
nevertheless, women and youths attend such village assemblies to assert and exercise their constitutional 
right and to demand for political rights at village level. 

Social Traditions

Some of the everyday social traditions of the Bujuur are briefly described as follows.

Birth ceremony

The birth of a child is well received with joy and happiness. Traditionally, birthing takes place at 
home with the assistance of local midwives. Men are not allowed to be present in the birthing room. 
In the past, after the birth of the child, the umbilical cord was cut off by using a sharp bamboo split; 
the placenta was buried at the backyard of the house by the father or any male relatives. The mother is 
encouraged to feed the newly born infant with the first few drops of the milk secreted after the birth. It 
was believed that infants who were not fed the first few drops of the breast milk would not be healthy 
and thus would be prone to sickness. 

Naming ceremony (nae ruwming iphuw)

The naming ceremony takes place on the seventh day after the birth. During the seven days, the infant 
is addressed by a common name based on its sex and birthing place (where the child was the first born, 
second born, etc.): a first son is called Momo, second is called Koko etc., and for daughters, the first is called 
Titi, the second is called Toto etc. Parents and relatives put suggestions for the name of the child. There 
is no rigid naming custom, but traditionally babies’ names are prefixed Mo, Ko, Be, Ang and Thom for 
sons and Ti, To, Shang, Pe and Thom for daughters (the names depend on their positions): few example of 
such prefixed names are- Moningsiih, Koduptrung, Toveer and Shangzuwng. Names could also be gender 
neutral, classic names based on literary words, romantic words and flowers. On the occasion of the naming 
event, livestock are slaughtered and a feast is hosted for all the well wishers and guests.

The Bujuur custom of common names based on the birthing number is unique. The common names 
for the sons in descending order are: Moti, Koti, Beti, Angti, Thompa, Monuh, Konuh, Benuh, Angnuh 
and Thomnuh. For the daughters, the names in descending order are- Tinuw, Tonuw, Shangnuw, 
Penuw, Thomnuw, Tinuh, Tonuh, Shangnuh, Penuh and Thomnuh. Each child is assigned one of these 
common names depending on his/her gender and birthing number. However, some clans observed 
certain taboos over the naming. The Nguruw clan skip the Moti and Tinuw; accordingly, the first son 
is called Koti and the first daughter is called Tonuw. Similarly, the Nungchim clan also skipped Tonuw, 
so the second daughter is called Shangnuw. And for the Ruwen clan, the Beti is skipped for the sons: the 
third son is called Angti. These clan naming taboos originated from some unfortunate incidences in the 
past resulting in unnatural death, so the mentioned clans skipped the mentioned names.

In the past, this ceremony was also known as Nae-rutha-ruw, or thanksgiving for the child. On 
the occasion, a shaman was invited to bless the child. The shaman would seek for omen by chanting 
incantations while ‘observing the movement of the thread tied to a bamboo and wooden plank above 
the spot where the placenta was buried; the observations were interpreted and accordingly, the shaman 
blessed the child’ (Shangkham 1995:450). Now-a- days, Christian priests are invited to bless the child 
on the occasion. 

Ear piercing ceremony (Naena vuwh)

When the child is a year old, the child’s ears are pierced. On the occasion, livestock are also slaughtered 
to prepare feasts for well wishers and guests. Meat and rice beers are also presented to the guests. ‘The 
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bosom friend of the father, called the Arupa, is presented the buttock portion of the slaughtered animal 
and the father’s sisters are also presented the thighs. Five meat pieces and a mug of rice beer are offered 
to the maternal grandparents and uncles of the child. The father also presents his maternal uncles and 
other male relatives the neck and ear portions of the meat. The guests are served meals. The act of the ear 
piercing of the child’s ear is done by the child’s maternal uncle.’ (Shangkham 1995:450). 

Death Rituals and Funeral

The Bujuur believe in life after death. Death rituals depend on the nature of death, gender, clan 
and socio-economic status of the deceased. On the demise of a person, the immediate male relatives 
entered the house carrying wooden planks and machete pretending to be angry; they hit the walls and 
floors as they utter the verses of dead. A ceremony known as Arae Basiim is held by killing a chicken: 
the ceremony is to inform the relatives of the deceased in the land of dead (Taasuwr) that one of their 
relatives on earth has passed away and would be joining them very soon. A dog is also killed as a part of 
the death ritual on the belief that the dog would guide the soul of the deceased man to Taasuwr (land 
of dead). Arae Basiim and killing of dog rituals were not traditionally done for women as the society 
believed that women did not have souls and they had no clan affiliation. The belief of women possessing 
no soul is infamously ascribed in a folkloric phrase- Ruwpuwnuw arae omah [women have no soul] 
to undermine the status of women. For wealthy individuals, lavish funerals are held: people sang and 
perform Ikam dances as a part of funeral procession to the grave. For poor individuals and women, no 
such honours were accorded. The dead are entered in shared family graves. For wealthy individuals who 
hosted feasts of merits, the skulls of animals he slaughtered when he was alive were hung on the grave. 
Food articles were also kept on the grave. A taboo is observed the next day to purify the village. 

At present, traditional death rituals are rarely performed as a result of Christianisation. On the day of 
the death, families and well wishers arrived to pay their respect to the deceased and convey solidarity to 
the deceased family. People bring rice and money for the deceased and the family, as a means of solidarity. 
Funeral services are held either at the deceased residence or in church with the priest blessing the deceased. 
The body is carried to the village cemetery and buried. The deceased family observed a mourning taboo 
for three days; on the third day, the families go to the grave to plant flowers, build fences and the like. 
The dead are buried with their bodies facing the east or the village. Unlike the past, grave sharing is not 
practiced; each body is entered in individual grave and a wooden cross is erected.

The death ceremony and rituals differ for unnatural dead known as shaar. Unnatural dead included 
dying by suicide, weapons, accident, childbirth, war and the like. Traditionally, bodies of unnatural deaths 
are not buried in family grave; they were buried outside the village cemetery. If the death occurred outside 
the village, the decease’s body is not allowed to enter the village. The body is buried outside the village. 

Baar Ynthee

Baar Ynthee is a ritual of hanging taro on the grave or at a selected site of the village for the occasion. It 
is a village level ritual traditionally held in the spring season. It was believed that the souls of the deceased 
continue to dwell on earth even after their demise. Thus, a Baar Ynthee ritual was necessary to bid a final  
farewell to the souls so that the souls may go to the underworld. On the occasion, lots of taro tubers are 
hung atop the graves of the deceased (those who died within the year, excluding those who died within 
the last two months). Articles including clothes, weapons, pots and pans, along with vegetables, are 
hung on the gravesite. Wooden planks in the shape of human beings to represent the deceased are also 
erected; the articles are hung over there. For wealthy individuals, huge stone slabs known as Rutha are 
erected. Animals are also slaughtered on the occasion and a feast is held. A village taboo is observed the 
next day to purify the village. As a result of Christianity, Baar Ynthee is no longer held and as is already 
forgotten. The testimonies of the historical Baar Ynthee and erection of stone slabs still stands to this 
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day in the form of megaliths known as Ruthakung (see Figure 3). 

In lieu of Baar Yhthee, Condolence and Memorial Service are held for the deceased individuals at 
personal level. On the occasion, a memorial stone is erected over the grave of the deceased. The church 
priest blesses the occasion. Like the past, animals are also slaughtered on the occasion to prepare feast 
for the guests.

Bujuur Culture and Heritage
The Bujuur tribe has its unique culture that defines and distinguishes itself from other communities. 

The rich cultural heritage is in the form of festivals, songs, dances, dresses and literature in the form of 
folklores. The Bujuur cultural heritage is the connecting link between the past, the present and the 
future generations and represents the artistic-emotional expressions of the everyday Bujuur life and 
experiences since time immemorial.

 Festivals

As an indigenous tribal society, the Bujuur society is also fond of celebrations with merry making. 
Traditional Bujuur festivals revolve around their occupation, i.e. agriculture. In fact, the various festivals 
celebrate each stages of the annual agricultural cycle from the time when the woods were cleared to 
the transportation of the harvested grains to the village. However, unlike festivals of other tribes, most 
Bujuur festivals related to agriculture are not grand and pompous; they are low key event involving 
only the shaman, priest and selected individuals required (Shangkham 995:452). The festivals are also 
more or less ritualistic. If there are generous individuals willing to donate livestock and alcohol, then the 
festivals become grand with songs, dances and merry making. All the festivals fall under two categories- 
agricultural and potlatch. They are briefly described in the following.

Paam Lachii Ishaen

It is the first festival of the agricultural cycle held in mid winter (corresponding to January) to select 
a site for the year’s slash and burn cultivation. An omen is sought to determine the fertility of the 
identified land. The village priest (known as Khurfhuw) took three eggs to the identified site; the eggs 
are boiled over a fire. Observing the nature of the egg boiling, the priest interprets the omen. If the eggs 
boil properly, the identified land is deemed fertile and fit for cultivation. If the eggs don’t boil properly 
or if the shells cracked or got burnt, then the land is considered a bad omen and a new site has to be 
searched. If the villagers choose to cultivate the land despite bad omen, it would end in harvests. There 
are anecdotes from Khungjuur village wherein the villagers went against the omen and ended up in a 
bad harvest that year resulting in famine. 

If the omen is positive, then there is a celebration in the village at the residence of the priest. Pigs and 
chickens are slaughtered for a feast, accompanied by merry making at night. A taboo is also observed the 
next day.

Sachii Ithah

It is a seed sowing ritual-festival held on the first day of the sowing the seeds. The act of the first seed 
sowing is done by the village priest. Nobody is allowed to sow their seeds before the priest; otherwise it 
is considered a bad omen. For the occasion, the village shaman (known as Ithiim) blesses the seeds by 
sprinkling them with langthrii leaves dipped in rice beer and gives them to the priest. The priest takes 
the seeds and in front of everyone, he takes a hoe, digs the ground and ceremoniously plants the seeds 
one by one. After everyone sows the seeds, a feast is held at the field with people eating the meals and 
drinking rice beers followed by singing and dancing.
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 Shaangrii thi

This is a ritual-festival of blessing the paddy seedlings. It is held when the seedlings reached a height 
of two to three inches (Shangkham 1995:452). The objective of the ritual is to protect the seedlings 
against any harm and diseases so that they may grow healthy. On the day of Shaangrii thi, the village 
priest lights a fire at the village gate. Everyone takes the fire by lighting their torches made of rolled cloth 
dipped in pine resin and held over a bamboo stump. The torches are then taken to the fields where 
everyone carries the torches around their fields. It is believed that the flames and smokes have the power 
to ward off evil spirits and insects and animals from attacking the seedlings. 

 Shaangken

It is one of the most important festival held during the late rainy season when the paddies are about 
to flower. It is a festival to invoke blessings of the creator and other crop spirits so that the paddy or any 
crops would be well taken care of. The festival resembles a feast of merit, and is often known as the youth’s 
Ikam (youth’s feast of merit) because the festival also celebrates the hard works and contributions of the 
youths. On the occasion, an effigy resembling a shabaken or bull made of wild creepers is placed at the 
village gate. People sing and dance as they wait for the youths to return from the field. After a tiring labour 
in the fields, the youths are welcomed at the village gate. Everyone proceeds to the village priest’s residence 
for celebration, where Lashum Bathen (Feast of donation) is held. Wealthy individuals are entertained by 
the youths with songs and dances; the entertained people donate generously so that everyone may enjoy. 
Some wealthy individuals donate pigs and chickens, and even shabaken, for the festival. 

Rufhuw Yngkhap- Buwren Ynpeh

This is a harvest festival held when the paddies are ripe for harvest. It consists of two rituals- viz. 
Rufhuw Yngkhap and Buwren Ympeh. The Rufhuw Yngkhap ritual is held amidst the ripened paddies 
to give thanks to the spirits and nature for the crops. After that, the Buwren Ympeh ritual is held: it 
is the act of cutting of paddy sheaves. The ritual is performed by a woman from the Ziingven clan. 
Nobody is allowed to cut their paddy unless the ritual is completed; the act of cutting the paddy sheath 
by the selected Ziingven woman heralds the harvest season. 

Vaangcheh

This is celebrated to mark the end of harvest and is held in fields of job’s tears. A person in whose 
field the vaangcheh is to be held is informed that his job’s tears should be the last to be harvest in the 
village. On the day, everyone gathers at the selected field to cut and thrash the job’s tears. As soon as the 
harvest is finished and the grains are packed, the owner of the field is made to sit on a palanquin and 
carried to the village by the youths. The procession on foot is accompanied by singing and dancing. 
When the procession reaches his house, the man hosts the vaangcheh feasts with the feast of donation. 
People drink beers brewed from job’s tears, eat meat and make merry the whole night.  

 Midim

Midim means ‘to bury the fire’; it is considered as the New Year festival of the Bujuur. It is traditionally 
held on the day of winter solstice when the sun is at the lowest horizon. Now-a- days, it is held on January 
1. On the occasion, every house is to discard all the fire, embers and burning charcoals from the hearth, 
thus the meedim. When the sun is setting, an archery competition is held with arrows facing the west, 
signifying the discard of all the evils. The winner of the archery is to host a feast. As soon as night falls, 
the village priest lights a fire; everyone comes to take the fire from the priest’s torch using pine torches. 
They take the fire to light their newly cleaned hearths. The rising of the sun the next day marks the new 
year and people are welcomed in the morning with a new fire in their hearths.
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Feasts of Merit

In addition to the above festivals, the Bujjur also celebrate potlatch festivals, also known as feasts of 
merit. Feasts of merit are hosted by wealthy individuals to share and display their wealth as a means of 
thanking the village and guests. The feasts are accompanied by merry making, singing and dancing often 
lasting days, and hence, these feasts of merits are considered more important than the regular festivals. 
Individuals hosting feasts of merit are bestowed respect and honour during their lifetime and after their 
demise. There are three feasts of merit- Ikam (Feast of wealth), Lashum Bathen (Feast of donation) and 
Thiir Iphin (Feast of erection of achievement stone). A brief account of the Ikam is presented. 

Ikam is the grandest of all the feasts of merit and celebrated in the spring season. It is a feast of wealth 
hosted by wealthy individuals following bumper harvest. Ikam is celebrated for three days and nights; 
the days are named accordingly. The first day is known as Eenlum (house warming), the second day is 
known as Zuwrshik (a day to honour sisters and clansmen) and third day as Kuurchiim. It is the only 
event in the village where outsiders (non-Bujuur) are welcomed. During Ikam, varieties of songs, dances 
and rituals are displayed to celebrate the Bujuur culture, history and wealth (see figure 5). Individuals 
hosting Ikam at least four times are known as Phaethah (warriors) and are entitled to grand funerals 
where the procession is accompanied by Ikam songs and dances, and a special memorial stone known 
as Rutha is also erected for them at the village Ruthakung (see figure 3). Y shape poles known as Sharing 
are also erected to represent the number of animals slaughtered for the event (see figure 4). The Bujuur 
Ikam is also unique, because it is held in stages. Each stage corresponds to the number of times an Ikam 
is hosted; the rituals, songs, dances and other honours accorded also differs from stage to stage. There 
are eight Ikam stages, and are briefly described below.

a. Eenzuw: Feast to honour the clansmen. 
b. Marzuw: Feast to honour the guests. 
c. Habae: Feast of accumulation of wealth. Grander than the previous two. 
d. Niing: Feast of blessing. It is a grand event, accompanied by the Buwtaang Ynjeh ritual. A 

Buwtaang is especially cooked rice and symbolises the wealth and generosity of the host. 
e. Madeen: Feast of procession. It is a grand event. The uniqueness of this event is a grand 

procession of the host carried on a palanquin around the village. A big umbrella known as Pharchuum  
is presented to the host. 

f. Pham Ituk: Feast of seat of honour. A long wooden plank is kept at the house of the host to 
symbolise his hospitality. The event to acquire this wooden plank is celebrated in grand fashion.

g. Rushong Shangka: Feast of atonement. After the three days grand event, the host and his wife 
are locked inside their house for a week to atone for all the animals slaughtered when they hosted seven 
Ikam. The enclosure of the hosts mimics the breeding habits of the hornbill bird whereby the female 
lays and incubates the eggs while the male guards and feeds them till the eggs hatch; hence, it is also 
known as the hornbill feast. The outcomes of the week’s enclosure determine the valour and bravery 
of the hosts. Death of the host during this ritual is considered a very bad omen.

h. Aesii-teen: Feast of the stars. It is a very rare Ikam, hosted only by very few individuals in the 
entire Bujuur history. A person to host Ikam till this stage is considered to be godlike and able to count 
the stars in the night sky. On the occasion, all the guests and villagers are to bring a stone or pebble to 
a selected spot; the stones and pebbles are kept there to represent the number of guests, wealth and 
bravery of the host. 

 Cultural Dresses

The Bujuur cultural attire is colourful and unique, with symbolic meanings rooted to Bujuur history, 
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folklores and legendary figures. The dresses celebrate the Bujuur identity in various ways and people 
take very pride in them. The most visible cultural items are the three shawls named after legendary 
figures and their achievements. The shawls tell the stories of those figures via the colours, designs and 
patterns. The three shawls are- Kuurkam Peen, Laangam Peen and Vangjam Peen (See Figure 6 and 7). 
There is no gender or age restriction on these shawls; everyone is free to adorn them. 

Bujuur women are very rich in cultural items when compared to Bujuur men. They have varieties 
of wraparound cloth (known as Inih) in different colours, designs and sizes. Most of these inih are, like 
the shawls, reflections of the myths, legendary female figures, feminine beauty and women’s everyday 
experiences. The famous Bujuur Inih are Khuwngiirnuw Inih (considered as one of the most beautiful 
and original inih worn only by selected woman during Ikam’s kungkung dance), Changkak Inih (a 
knee length skirt, also known as Inihtak) and Tudeen Inih (named after a beautiful woman by the 
name Nungchim Tudeen); see Figure 8. Other important Inih include Ruwmuw Inih, Kuurki Inih, 
Kungkung Inih, Lamtaang Inih and Ynghir Inih (see Figure 9). 

Traditionally, Bujuur men either wear a shawl around their waist like a skirt or in the form of a short 
dhoti known as dziirfuwm. The materials are of cotton and hand woven. Cotton shawls like Langtom 
Peen and Langphae Peen are used for this purpose. Women’s traditional dress is elaborate. The knee 
length Changkak inih is a must wear of every Bujuur woman. Over the Changkak, an apron like Inih 
known as Rumuw Lungven is wrapped around the chest; it is draped in such a way that the hem of 
Changkak inih at knee-line should be visible; otherwise, it is considered indecent. Now-a-days, most 
women prefer to wear any Inih by wrapping around the waist, with the hem reaching the ankles. This 
form of waist to ankle wearing of Inih is known as Tudeen style, because it was said to be started by 
Tudeen. Women also adorn various accessories made of carnelian, shells, ivory, bronze, copper and gold. 

 Literature and Art

The Bujuur is rich in literature in the form of oral narrations, folklores, folk tales, songs, wisdoms 
and memories. This vast library of knowledge and information exists only in the oral form and passed 
down from generation to generation via oral narrations. Unfortunately, oral transmission was disturbed 
as a result of the exposure to Christianity and Western Education; the Bujuur oral knowledge can be 
considered as critically endangered as most of them are on the verge of being forgotten and any elder 
persons with knowledge and experiences of such oral and folk knowledge have all died. The Bujuur 
folklores and folksongs are mostly composed in literary Bujuur based on Old Bujuur known as 
Bujuur Jae; and thus, if they are forgotten, then there is a risk of Old Bujuur going extinct. Some well 
known Bujuur folktales are the adventures of Laangam (a philosopher who went round the earth and 
attempted to reach the moon), adventures of Butumha, Beengtang and Tikeng (a man with an ogress 
wife), Juurhahpa and Juurhahnuw (old couple who engaged in mischievous conflicts with monkeys), 
Tumnung and Jaangnung (similar to the Greek myth of Orpheus and Eurydice), Tinu the leper and 
Fhuwring the orphan. There are also many folklore and folk verses with mythical, zoological, legendary, 
social, moral and cosmic themes; even the stars and constellations in the night sky are embedded in the 
subtle themes of Bujuur folklores, like the constellation of Orion representing the journeys of Laangam 
the philosopher and the constellation Pleiades representing the seven heavenly sisters (some Bujuur 
claiming descent from the youngest sister). 

In terms of artistic heritage, the Bujuur is also very rich. Many megaliths are erected in honour of 
rich and brave men: they include Rutha (memorial stones) and Thiir (achievement stones). Folk songs 
of various genres are accompanied by short stories and pays tribute to the history and everyday social 
lives. Bujuur folk dances are also symbolic with deep meanings, often performed with accompanying 
folk songs; Ikam dance is the most famous dance and is a must know for every Bujuur. Traditional 
musical instruments like Khuwng (drum), Taamfhuw (hard), Ruwsheem (bagpipe), Voh Ruwkuwng 
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(Canoe drum), Tumbuwr (Bamboo drum), gong, animal horns, trumpets and bamboo xylophones are 
played when performing folk songs and dances. The Bujuur artistic expressions are more reflected in 
the intricate designs of various shawls and inih, varieties of unique baskets and even in the meals like 
cooking in bamboo steamer known as naenthu and eating from big bamboo plate known as irang. 

Religion and education

The present Bujuur society is dominated by Christianity and its associated values and traditions, 
with almost all the Bujuur adhering to either the Baptist or Roman Catholicism. Prior to Christianity, 
the Bujuur had a traditional belief system with deep roots on blends of monotheism and spiritism; the 
practice of animism in the past is not sure as the Bujuur tradition always prohibited worship of animate 
and inanimate objects. Traditionally, the Bujuur believed in a supreme creator known as Thangnang 
whose abode is the sky; but Thangnang was believed to rarely interfere in worldly affairs, and thus the 
world was inhabited by spirits who either bless or cause sickness to mankind. The Bujuur rituals were 
targeted at those spirits causing misfortunes and the duties of the village priest (khuwfhuw) and shaman 
(ithiim) were to keep the spirits at bay on behalf of the people through appeasement offerings. They 
also believed in life after death, existence of underworld (land of dead) and Longkong (hell) as depicted 
in the folktale of Tumnung and Jaangnung where all the wrong doers are punished by Chom (ruler 
of the underworld). In fact, all the Bujuur death rituals and other traditional rituals were said to be 
standardised after Tumnung narrated his experiences and observations in the underworld to his people 
when he returned to earth. The traditional monotheism is also incorporated into the Bujuur Christian 
system, with the Christian God addressed as Thangnang, heaven as Thangvaen and Longkong as hell. 

Christianity entered the Bujuur society in the year 1922; by the year 1971, all the Bujuur converted 
to Christianity. They follow two denominations- Baptist and Roman Catholicism. Christianity 
brought a paradigm shift in Bujuur culture, tradition and everyday lives, and subtly contributed to the 
destruction of the age old traditions. Accompanying Christianity was also western education, entering 
the Bujuur around the same period. Bujuur society gives emphasis on western education, which is 
reflected in various educational institutes established by them and their fluency in English. The literacy 
rate of Bujuur (Moyon) is 84% as of 2011 (Ministry 2013: 154). The contributions of western education 
includes the adoption of Roman Script for writing system, thus helping documentation of oral 
knowledge and at the same time development of modern Bujuur literary works like love songs, poems, 
short stories and novels. However, modern Bujuur literature is still at nascent stage and is very amateur 
in comparison to its rich oral traditions and literatures of other communities/tribes. As a minor tribe 
with small population, Bujuur (Moyon) is also not studied in schools; but people self taught themselves 
on how to read and write in Bujuur using their experience of the English language, English alphabets 
and phonetics. 

Conclusion
The ethnographic profile of the Bujuur is an attempt to present detailed and comprehensive 

accounts on the history, society and culture which are the defining premises of the Bujuur identity 
and heritage. Even though the Bujuur has rich social and cultural traditions and heritage, the advent of 
Christianity and western education and their induced social transformations left a deep and irreparable 
changes to the Bujuur way of life, outlooks and cultural psychology which in turn have created a chasm 
separating the Bujuur people from their Bujuur history and heritage. It is no doubt that Christianity 
and modernity brought progress and development, but the loss of cultural knowledge and practices are 
a concern for the Bujuur as it is a small tribe with a small population and thus, its future sustainability 
is at risk. It has been noted that almost all the traditional practices and cultures are being fast forgotten 
and Bujuur festivals are no longer celebrated, while there are also concerns over attempts to rejuvenate 
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the forgotten cultural traditions on the grounds of cultural chauvinism against the past and cultural 
misappropriations by the present Bujuur generations (Chara 2021b). Despite the challenges, there 
are initiatives taken up to protect and preserve some of the traditions and cultural heritage under the 
initiatives of tribe level organisations like the Bujuur Aanchung Puh (Moyon Naga Council), Bujuur 
Shanuw Ruwrkheh (Moyon Women Organisation) and Thiimziih Teen Bujuur Ruwrkheh (Moyon 
Naga Students’ Union). One main area of concern is about the Bujuur people in Myanmar. Separated 
from their kin who are mostly on the Indian side, the Bujuur in Myanmar suffers under the past military 
dictatorship, political instability and cultural hegemony of the dominant Bamar community. At present, 
only few Bujuur populations remain in Myanmar and they are scattered all across the country, rending 
the small tribe even smaller and in the brink of extinction. 

To conclude, the comprehensive description of the origin of the Bujuur tribe is very significant as it 
is the defining root of the Bujuur identity, cultures, traditions and heritage, and also shed light on the 
various theories, accounts and narrative heterogeneity. In the ever changing world where culture and 
ways of life are not static, it is essential to be aware of one’s origin and heritage and to be proud of it. 
Documentation is the need of the hour for the Bujuur in order to preserve social memories before all the 
elders are gone. Even though documentation interferes with the oral tradition, it is the only means and 
solution to the cultural challenges faced by the Bujuur. In addition, the younger generations need to be 
made aware of the rich cultural heritage and further encourage them to explore-debate and ask questions 
to sustain the dying customs and traditions. The article hopes to bring the attention of researchers and 
scholars towards small and undocumented tribes of the Indo-Myanmar frontiers, and the meta vision 
is to ignite fresh debates and re-interpretations of the past so that a comprehensive and subjectively 
objective analytic synthesis on the Bujuur cultural ecology could pave a way towards cultivating better 
appreciation, acknowledgment and recognition of the past as the definer of the present and the future.
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Pictures
Fig. 1: Taamfhuw, a Bujuur jaw’s harp made of bamboo (Personal Collections).

Fig. 2: Portrait of Kuurkam Nguruw, owned by (L) Ng. Ringhow, Kapaam.
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Fig.3: Rutha stones at Ruthakung of Khungjuur village 
(personal collections).

Fig.4: Y shape poles known as ‘sharing’ (Personal 
collections).

Fig.5: Ikam dance at an Ikam hosted by the Iruwng of 
Khungjuur village on 3-4 April 2018 (Personal collections).

Fig 6: Bujuur shawls, Kuurkam Peen on the left and 
Laangam Peen on the right (Personal Collections).  
Kuurkam Peen is named after the legendary Iruwng 
Kuurkam. The four stripes represent the different 
stages of life. Laangam Peen is named after Laangam, 
a philosopher, who went round the earth and dared to 
climb to the moon. The black and blue stripes represent 
skies in the night and day signifying knowledge.

Fig.7: two variants of Vangjam Peen (Personal 
collections). Vangjam was a legendary warrior and the 
bosom friend of the legendary Iruwng Kuurkam. He 
led the Bujuur people of Khungjuur to flee before the 
enemies reached the village. The present day Bujuur 
people are descendants of those who fled. Vangjam 
Peen is a symbol of friendship and is often presented 
to friends and guests.
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Fig.8: Bujuur jamzii [damsels] in Tudeen Inih 
(standing) and Khuwngiirnuw Inih (sitting). 
(Personal collections). Tudeen Inih is named after 
a beautiful lady by the name Nungchim Tudeen. 
The inih is wrapped around the waist in a style 
known as Tudeen style. Khungiirnuw Inih is the 
most prestigious of all the inih symbolising beauty, 
strength and womanhood. It is worn only on the 
occasion of Ikam by a special woman who is to lead 
the ritual dance known as Kungkung. 

Fig.9: Kuurki Inih in two colours and patterns 
(Personal collections).

Kuurki is named so for a particular type of 
pattern weaving known as ‘aki chak chak’ at 
the hemline or akuur. The designers of Kuurki 
Inih are in the photo adorning their designed 
and woven first two pieces of Kuurki Inih. It 
is a very popular inih based on the patterns 
of the traditional Changkak (Inihtak) and 
Rumuw, and available in all colours, shapes 
and sizes and more patterns.


